Water condensation behavior on the surface of a network of superhydrophobic carbon fibers with high-aspect-ratio nanostructures
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ABSTRACT
We have explored the condensation behavior of water on a superhydrophobic carbon fiber (CF) network with high-aspect-ratio hair-like nanostructures. Nanostructures ranging from nanopillars to hairy shapes were grown on CFs by preferential oxygen plasma etching. Superhydrophobic CF surfaces were achieved by application of a hydrophobic siloxane-based hydrocarbon coating, which increased the water contact angle from $147^\circ$ to $163^\circ$ and decreased the contact angle hysteresis from $71^\circ$ to below $5^\circ$, sufficient to cause droplet roll-off from the surface. Water droplet nucleation and growth on the superhydrophobic CF were significantly retarded due to the high-aspect-ratio nanostructures under supersaturated vapor conditions. CFs are observed to wet with condensation between fibers of the pristine surface under super-saturated vapor conditions, which eventually leads to flooding. However, dropwise condensation became dominant in the superhydrophobic CF network, allowing for easy removal of the condensed droplets, which largely allowed the interstitial spaces of the fiber network to remain dry. It is implied that superhydrophobic CF can provide a passage for vapor or gas flow in wet environments such as a gas diffusion layer requiring the effective water removal in the operation of proton exchange membrane fuel cell.

© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Numerous studies have been conducted on the unique characteristics of carbon fiber (CF) such as high strength, light weight, and high porosity, which are applicable in various fields ranging from conventional areas such as aircraft, automobile, and sports [1,2] to more recent energy storage and transfer technologies such as electrodes for super-capacitor [3,4] and lithium ion batteries [5,6] and gas diffusion layer (GDL) for proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) [7]. Especially, GDL is composed of microscale CF networks such as CF-felt, paper, or cloth, and that provides the microscale porosity which allows for effective flow of reactant gases in PEMFC. However, during the PEMFC operation, water is generated from the oxygen reduction reaction, and sometime excessive water is condensed on CF network, which would block the transition sites of CF networks of GDL, resulting in water flooding. This phenomenon inhibits the transport of
oxygen and raises the voltage loss [8]. For that reason, a higher hydrophobic CF network has been adopted for GDL to suppress the water condensation and to remove condensed water easily during cell operation [7,9–11]. Although a lot of studies have been conducted to introduce hydrophobic materials such as polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) or surface treatments with CF₆, CHF₃, or SF₆ plasma to improve the hydrophobicity of CF network in GDL, suppressing of water condensation and effective water removal by management of excessive liquid water condensation in CF networks still remains a major challenge in research of GDL [10,11].

Superhydrophobicity has been commonly defined by a high contact angle of a surface with a water droplet exceeding 150° and a low hysteresis of the difference in the advancing and receding angle for the droplet. To release condensed water from a surface, these properties can be achieved by a compound micro- and nanoscale roughness combined with a low-energy material coating on structures such as metals, semiconductors, or curved woven or non-woven fiber structures [12,13]. In the case of CF networks, various bottom-up techniques have been employed for enhancing hydrophobicity to fabricate nanostructures with additional roughness of the CFs. Nanostructures such as carbon nanotubes or carbon nanofibers have been fabricated on top of CF networks for water repellency using chemical vapor methods [14,15]. However, a recent study revealed that despite water-repellent behavior with respect to millimeter-scale water droplets, the surfaces can lose their water-repellent properties during vapor condensation, which should be considered a micrometer-scale water nucleation and growth problem. Cheng et al. revealed the importance of robustness to vapor condensation in superhydrophobicity by showing that the lotus leaf, a well-known superhydrophobic surface with hierarchical roughness in the micro- and nanoscales covered with a wax coating, loses its water-repellent properties after water vapor condensation on its surface [16]. Recently, Shin et al. reported that superhydrophobic surfaces with high-aspect-ratio nanostructures exhibited water repellency with the ability to roll off condensed water vapor droplets while superhydrophobic surfaces with low-aspect-ratio nanostructures did not sustain their water repellency in the same conditions [17]. These results therefore suggest that not only superhydrophobicity but also the aspect ratio of a nanoscale pattern may be crucial factors for consideration to allow the removal of condensed water on CF networks.

In this work, we fabricated CF network surfaces with high-aspect-ratio nanostructures having superhydrophobic and water-repellent properties which suppress the water condensation as well as remove the condensed water easily. The aspect ratios of nanostructures on CF networks were controlled with oxygen plasma etching, an economical and eco-friendly method, after which a subsequent hydrophobic coating treatment rendered the superhydrophobic CF networks shown in Fig. 1. The formation mechanism of the nanostructures was explored by measurement of the changes in CF surface chemistry before and after oxygen plasma treatment using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The water contact angle (CA) and contact angle hysteresis (CAH), defined as the difference between the advancing angle during water deposition and receding angle during water removal, were measured at ambient room temperature and at 80 °C, which is close to the operating temperature of a PEMFC [7,9]. The water droplet nucleation and growth were investigated by environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM) in super-saturated vapor conditions on nanostructured CF networks and organized according to structure aspect ratios. The Laplace pressure of the droplets as well as the water-covered area fraction was estimated on each CF nanostructure aspect ratio.

2. Experimental

2.1. Preparation of superhydrophobic CF network

To fabricate superhydrophobic nanostructured surfaces, oxygen plasma etching and coating with hydrophobic material were applied to CFs made of carbonized polyacrylonitrile (PAN) that were 8–10 μm in diameter supported by carbon patches that are mainly composed of carbon powders with 1–10 μm in width and length to improve the electrical conductivity of the GDL. Fig. 1a shows a schematic for the fabrication of superhydrophobic surfaces on the CF networks that have randomly oriented CFs and carbon patches between the fibers, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1b. Oxygen plasma etching was performed to form the nanostructures on the CFs, and hydrophobic material coating was accomplished with radio-frequency plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (r.f.-PECVD) system. The aspect ratios were controlled by the oxygen plasma treatment duration (in the range of 1–60 min) with a bias voltage of −400 V. Three different working
pressures (5, 10 and 30 mTorr) were also used to explore the effect of working pressure on the fiber surface patterns. A hydrophobic SiO$_x$–C:H coating derived from a hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO) precursor vapor (Sigma Aldrich), which has a low surface energy (24 mN/m), was coated on surfaces of pristine and nanostructured CF networks [18–20]. For the SiO$_x$–C:H coating, a bias voltage of $-400$ V, working pressure of 10 mTorr and a 30 s duration typically resulted in a coating that was 30 nm thick.

2.2. SEM, XPS analysis & contact angle measurement

A scanning electron microscope (SEM, FEI, Nova NanoSEM 200) with a 10 kV electron acceleration voltage was used to examine the surface morphology of the samples. Both the top view and 30° tilting view were employed to measure the aspect ratio (a ratio of the height to the diameter) of nanostructure. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, ESCA System, PHI 5800) was also used to compare the chemical bonding of the CFs before and after oxygen plasma treatment. Water wettability of the pristine and the superhydrophobic CF networks was characterized by measuring the CA and the CAH of de-ionized water with a sessile drop test. The approximately 5 μL droplets were gently deposited on the CF network surfaces using a microsyringe. The CA and the CAH values were measured using a goniometer (Rame-Hart) in ambient air at a relative humidity of 20–35% at 20 and 80 °C.

2.3. Observation of water condensation behavior in ESEM

An environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM, FEI, XL-30 FEG) was used to examine the water condensation, growth and repellency behaviors of the nanostructured CF networks. The ESEM images were taken every 15 s as the chamber pressure was increased from 3.0 to 5.8 Torr, which, at the 2 °C maintained by a cold stage module, corresponds to a transition from under-saturation to over-saturation. To measure the water droplet radii and water-covered area fraction, we carried out rough observation using ESEM images which were taken at a 45° tilting angle view. The area covered by condensed water on the 712 × 484 μm$^2$ area shown in ESEM images was estimated by counting pixels in the images which were taken at least 8 times at different areas. The Laplace pressure of smaller spherical droplets on each CF networks was calculated and correlated with the surface structure aspect ratio.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization of surface morphology

CF networks were subjected to different oxygen plasma treatment duration, and the formed various nanostructures can be observed as shown in Fig. 2. As the plasma treatment duration increased, the configuration of the structures changed from nanopillars to hairy structures, with a significant increase in the nanostructure length from 9.8 to 1061 nm and a smaller increase in the diameter from 10.0 to 28.4 nm as shown in Fig. 2a–e. The aspect ratio increased to greater than 30 at 10 mTorr with increasing plasma treatment duration, as shown in Fig. 2f. For short treatment duration between 1 and 5 min at 10 mTorr, the structure began to evolve from a low aspect ratio, which increased as the plasma duration exceeded 15 min, ultimately forming nanostructures with aspect ratios of up to 37 on CFs at a treatment duration of 60 min. The etching rate was lower at a 5 mTorr working pressure than at 10 mTorr. Because of the higher etching rate at 30 mTorr, the aspect ratios at short plasma treatment duration were higher.

![Fig. 2 – SEM images of nanostructures formed on CFs when treated by different oxygen plasma etching duration at 10 mTorr for (a) 1, (b) 5, (c) 15, (d) 30, and (e) 60 min. The scale bars in (a–e) are 200 nm. (f) A graph of the nanostructure aspect ratio on CFs with respect to the plasma treatment duration at three chosen working pressures. The aspect ratio was estimated from the images taken by SEM.](image-url)
than those at 10 mTorr but were reduced due to over-etching for etching duration of greater than 30 min.

3.2. Analysis using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

CF surfaces before and after oxygen plasma etching were characterized by XPS; the spectra are shown in Fig. 3. The XPS spectrum oxygen peaks increased in strength after oxygen plasma treatment as shown in Fig. 3a and Table 1, while the concentration of carbon atoms decreased after oxygen plasma exposure. More specifically, the oxygen concentration increased from 3.3% to 13.9% after a 1 min oxygen plasma treatment. Additionally, it was noted that the concentrations of carbon and oxygen atoms are gradually increased between 1 and 60 min of oxygen plasma treatment.

The C1s XPS peaks were used to analyze the bonding information, as shown in Fig. 3b. The C1s peaks were deconvoluted to four Gaussian peaks at 284.5 (C–C bond), 285.5 (C–O bond), 286.5 (C=O bond), and 288.3 eV (O–C=O bond) [21]. The peaks for the 5 min oxygen plasma-treated fibers show a broad shoulder towards higher binding energy that is related to oxygen-containing species. During the oxygen plasma treatment, oxygen atoms may break C–C bonds in the CFs and bind the unbonded carbon atoms to form functional groups. The functional groups formed on the CFs are listed in Table 2. It is revealed that the number of functional groups increased significantly as a consequence of a 1 min oxygen plasma treatment. These results were similar to those for the 60 min treatment, which indicates that active sites on the CF may have become saturated during the early stages of plasma treatment [21] and the rate of formation of additional functional groups becomes equal to the etching rate [22].

The formation of nanostructures on the CF by oxygen plasma is believed to be due to the preferential etching of defect parts over the crystalline structure in the CF. It has been reported that the CF is composed of graphitic regions and low-ordered regions with defects or pores [23–26]. These low-ordered regions in the CFs would be oxidized faster by oxygen plasma as well as have a lower resistance to etching. Furthermore, it was reported that the preferential etching on less ordered regions increases their oxygen content, which further accelerates the local etching rate [27,28]. Thus, it could be understood that during the oxygen plasma treatment, the low-ordered regions of the surface between the highly ordered graphitic regions are preferentially etched while graphitic regions would be less etched, which results in the formation of surface nanostructures [25,27–30].

3.3. Contact angle measurement with sessile drop test

The water wetting behavior was characterized by measurement of CA and CAH on the CF networks at two different temperature conditions at 20 and 80 °C. Due to the microstructure consisting of the CF, a pristine CF network had a high water CA (147 °C) and also a high CAH (71 °C), which is insufficient to cause the water droplet to roll off the surface. As a result, sessile water droplets on the pristine surfaces had low mobility and were pinned on the CF network surface even after the surface was tilted 90° relative to the ground, as shown in Fig. 4a. However, the surface treated for 60 min with oxygen plasma and 30 s for the hydrophobic SiO$_x$–C:H coating showed a relatively higher water CA (162 °C) as well as a low CAH (below 5°), which is sufficient to cause droplet roll off from the surface at very slight tilting angles (less than 5°), as shown in the images of Fig. 4b. These results indicate that nanostruc-
tured and hydrophobic material-coated CF network surfaces enhance the hydrophobicity and result in water repellency for sessile droplets.

It is known that introducing surface roughness enhances the existing hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity of the material [12,13,17]. With a low-surface-energy material coating on the nanostructured fiber surfaces, wetting properties can be enhanced from hydrophobic to superhydrophobic. This rule can be explained by Cassie’s law in Eq. (1), which describes the effective contact angle $\theta_c$ for a liquid on a composite surface as

$$\cos \theta_c = f_1 \cos \theta_1 + f_2 \cos \theta_2$$

where $\theta_c$ is the apparent CA, $\theta_1$ is the CA for component 1 with area fraction $f_1$ and $\theta_2$ is the CA for component 2 with area fraction $f_2$ in the composite material. When the second component is air (with a CA of 180°), Eq. (1) can be reduced to

$$\cos \theta_c = f_1 \cos \theta_1 + 1$$

When a water droplet is deposited on a nanostructured surface with a contact area fraction of $f_1$, the equilibrium condition for the water droplet can be regarded as a Cassie–Baxter state. Eq. (2) indicates that as the fraction of contact area decreases, hydrophobicity can be enhanced on the structure. In this context, longer oxygen etching duration, which results in a nanostructure with higher aspect ratio on the CFs, also significantly reduces the CF contact area fraction from 11% up to 5%, which was calculated using Eq. (2) by referring previous work [18]. The evolution of the CA and CAH was traced by varying the oxygen plasma duration and measuring the CA and CAH at different surface temperatures. The results are shown in Fig. 4c. The pristine fiber network with a CA of 147° presents a hydrophobic nature owing to its microscale fibrous network structure, with large pore areas between fibers. After hydrophobic SiO$_x$–C:H treatment of a pristine CF network, the CA increased from 147° to 155° and the CAH decreased from 71° to 20°. Upon plasma treatment at increasingly longer treatment duration (followed by SiO$_x$–C:H treatment), the CF network CA measured at 20°C increased up to 160° with a very low CAH of less than 5°; similar CA and CAH behaviors were shown for the samples measured at 80°C.

### Table 2 – Relative amount (%) of functional groups in C1s peak of oxygen plasma-treated CF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>O$_2$ plasma duration (min)</th>
<th>C–C (284.5 eV)</th>
<th>C–O (285.5 eV)</th>
<th>C═O (286.5 eV)</th>
<th>O–C═O (288.3 eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pristine</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Water condensation behavior on nanostructured CF network

In the static CA and CAH sessile droplet test, the hydrophobicity of macroscale sessile droplets was improved and water repellency was observed for the CFs with nanostructure aspect ratios of greater than 4.2. However, as discussed earlier in this work, the wetting behavior of 1 mm radius droplets in the sessile droplet test would be quite different from that of water droplets nucleated and grown on the surface because of their much smaller radius. Fig. 5 shows how water droplets grow and coalesce on CF surfaces with different surface structures developed via plasma treatment and hydrophobic material coating. ESEM observations were performed on three different samples: a pristine sample and two samples that underwent 15 and 60 min of oxygen plasma treatment with subsequent hydrophobic coating. It is noted that both CF networks treated in such a manner exhibited superhydrophobicity with CAs of greater than 150° and very low CAH (see Fig. 4c). In the pristine CF surface (Fig. 5a), small water droplets with diameters less than 10 µm initially appeared on the CFs as the vapor pressure increased from 3.0 to 5.8 Torr. As the sample was held at 5.8 Torr for up to 300 s, the water droplets that formed on the CFs gradually increased in diameter to over 40 µm with a CA less than 90°. Small droplets (denoted number 1–3 in Fig. 5a) started to increase in size and merged with neighboring water droplets. In the final stage of
condensation, the droplets located on different fibers coalesce together to become one big droplet (denoted number 4 in Fig. 5a) with a diameter greater than 50 \( \mu \)m, which formed a “water bridge” across the CFs. With longer duration at the 5.8 Torr pressure, the coalesced droplets formed water films bridging across the pore sites between the fibers and finally caused water flooding over the pristine CF network. Fig. 5b shows the condensation behavior of the superhydrophobic CF surface with a relatively low aspect ratio of 4.2, created during the oxygen plasma treatment for 15 min. In the initial stages, the droplets appeared relatively hydrophobic, and dropwise condensation around the CFs occurred under supersaturated vapor pressure. For duration up to 320 s at 5.8 Torr, some droplets (denoted number 1 in Fig. 5b) were observed to grow on the fibers and coalesced with neighboring smaller droplets to form larger droplets (denoted numbers 2, 3 in Fig. 5b). On the superhydrophobic CF surface with relatively low aspect ratios, even though the overall size of the droplets is smaller than those of droplets on the pristine CFs in Fig. 5a, smaller droplets were shown to be pinned on the fibers and had low mobility. On the superhydrophobic fiber surface with an aspect ratio of 37, achieved by a 60 min oxygen plasma treatment as shown in Fig. 5c, a number of tiny water droplets were nucleated on the CFs in the early stages, but maintained their spherical shape. During the growth stage, droplets tend not to coalesce with each other easily, with a relatively small diameter of less than 10 \( \mu \)m. These results indicate that superhydrophobic surfaces composed of higher-aspect-ratio nanostructures maintain their hydrophobicity, with a low tendency for condensed water droplets to coalesce.

During the condensation stage, droplets on the pristine CFs may nucleate either on or between the fibers; they then grow further and coalesce with neighboring droplets. Fig. 5d shows that on the pristine CF, condensed water droplets grew in a relatively low-CA environment. As the droplets merge with each other, they begin to contact larger areas of CFs, resulting in it becoming more difficult to move from the CF network and become more easily merged with neighboring droplets, which results in blocking of the interstitial spaces between fibers. However, on the nanostructured superhydrophobic surfaces with smaller aspect ratios, water droplet nucleation sites are distributed not only on the top of the structure but also in the spaces between structures. Upon condensation, both of the droplets grow and coalesce with each other, which results in the formation of larger water droplets on the surfaces with low-aspect-ratio nanostructures (Fig. 5e). As the water droplets grow on top of the surface features, they also penetrate between the structures and are pinned by the contact line, decreasing droplet mobility and increasing CAH [31,32], similar to the wetting behavior of condensed water on the lotus leaf [16]. However, on the superhydrophobic CF networks with high-aspect-ratio nanostructures, a nucleated droplet can maintain its spherical shape and have a difficulty to merge with other droplets that nucleate in the structure spaces as shown in Fig. 5f. These phenomena decrease the possibility of transition from the Cassie–Baxter to Wenzel regimes under the super-saturated vapor conditions [17]. The droplet can thus be released from the fiber spontaneously because Cassie–Baxter state droplets have lower hysteresis, and the chances for blocking the interstitial spaces between the fibers decreases dramatically.

Superhydrophobic CF networks allow not only dropwise condensation but also suppressing of the water droplet nucleation. In our work, condensed droplets were observed to form after 90 s on pristine CF at a vapor pressure of 5.8 Torr, while they appeared after 220 s on the superhydrophobic CFs with a 60 min plasma treatment duration. In other words, the water droplet nucleation rate becomes lower significantly in the case of the superhydrophobic CF surface than that on the pristine surface; Sigsbee’s equation, including the rate of heterogeneous nucleation as a function of the contact angle and the surface tension, is adopted as follows [17,33,34]:

\[
J = J_0 \exp(-\Delta G/kT) = J_0 \exp\left(-\frac{\gamma}{r} \frac{2 - 3 \cos \theta + \cos^3 \theta}{3kT} \right)
\]
where $J$ is the nucleation rate, $k$ is a kinetic constant, $\gamma$ is the liquid-vapor surface energy per unit area, $r^*$ is the critical radius, $\theta$ is the equilibrium CA, $k$ is the Boltzmann constant and $T$ is the absolute temperature. Eq. (3) shows that the nucleation rate of water droplet may decrease with increases in CA or $\theta$ because the nucleation energy barrier increases. In the case of the superhydrophobic CF network, nucleation sites at the top parts of the nanostructure are much smaller than those on the pristine fiber network. With the low nucleation rate and the dropwise condensation behavior on the superhydrophobic CFs, droplet coalescence tends to decrease and interstitial spaces between the CFs remain dry.

To quantify the condensation behavior according to the aspect ratio of nanostructures, the Young–Laplace equation is adopted to relate the pressure difference ($\Delta p$) across the gas–liquid interface to the surface tension and the interface curvature [17,35]. Especially in the case of a sessile droplet shaped as a sphere, the pressure difference between the inside and outside of the droplet can be stated as $\Delta p = 2\gamma / R$, where $R$ is the principal radius of curvature of the droplet. From the images taken by ESEM, the measured radii for small droplets formed on fiber networks was used for the calculation of the Young–Laplace pressure ($\Delta p$) of the water droplet on the CF surface as shown in Fig. 6a. The maximum pressure can be calculated by measurement of the smallest nucleated drop radius. On the pristine CFs, the Laplace pressure is estimated to be as high as 6.8 kPa. However, superhydrophobic nanostructured CFs can maintain Laplace pressures from 10.5 to 52.4 kPa, as the nanostructure aspect ratio increases upon increasing the oxygen plasma treatment duration.

To examine the ability of the superhydrophobic CF network surface to prevent water film formation, the water-covered area fraction (the fraction of area covered by water divided by the projected area) was estimated from the ESEM images taken with the increase in pressure holding duration, as shown in Fig. 6b. Films of water began to form on the pristine surface over 8.8% of the area at 240 s, and their area fraction increased up to 94.2% at 600 s at 5.8 Torr. This high water-film formation rate and relatively early formation of a water film originated from the low CA and high nucleation rate due to low hydrophobicity. However, in superhydrophobic nanostructured CF networks, after 600 s at a vapor pressure of 5.8 Torr, films made without oxygen plasma treatment were covered by water films on over 46.9% of their surface, and this fraction decreased to 0.4% as the oxygen plasma duration was increased to 60 min. As discussed above, superhydrophobic surfaces with higher nanostructure aspect ratios would sustain the high liquid pressure and hinder water film formation, which is helpful in preventing flooding of CF networks with high-aspect-ratio nanostructures.

4. Conclusion

Superhydrophobic and highly water-repellent properties characterized by a lower rate of water droplet nucleation were enabled on nanostructured CF networks using oxygen plasma etching and subsequent low-energy material coating via an r.f.-PECVD technique. The processing enables us to control and create aspect ratios up to 37 by extending the plasma duration up to 60 min. In the sessile water droplet test, nanostructured CFs have a CA higher than 150° and a CAH less than 10° in ambient temperature as well as at 80 °C. Furthermore, due to their high aspect ratio, nanostructured CFs with superhydrophobicity have the spherical shape produced by dropwise condensation, which could be maintain under Laplace pressures of up to 52.4 kPa. The nucleation rate of water droplets was significantly suppressed, and the time required until the first droplet appearance was 244% longer compared to that for pristine CFs. The repellent behavior that protects against formation of a water film was enhanced to achieve 0.4% of area fraction on a superhydrophobic CF network surface, while water covered 94.2% of a pristine CF network surface after 600 s at a vapor pressure of 5.8 Torr. The water removal rate on GDL surfaces was improved enough to prevent flooding by applying superhydrophobic CFs with high-aspect-ratio nanostructures. Moreover, such nanostructuring of carbon-based materials can be extended to CFs, carbon black or carbon films for applications as a cathode in lithium batteries or CF composites.
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